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ABSTRACT 
This thesis concerns the role of geometric imperfections on assemblies in 
which the location of a target part is dependent on supports at two features. In 
some applications, such as a turbo-machine rotor that is supported by a series of 
parts at each bearing, it is the interference or clearance at a functional target 
feature, such as at the blades that must be controlled. The first part of this thesis 
relates the limits of location for the target part to geometric imperfections of other 
parts when stacked-up in parallel paths. In this section parts are considered to be 
rigid (non-deformable). By understanding how much of variation from the 
supporting parts contribute to variations of the target feature, a designer can better 
utilize the tolerance budget when assigning values to individual tolerances. In this 
work, the T-Map®, a spatial math model is used to model the tolerance 
accumulation in parallel assemblies. 
In other applications where parts are flexible, deformations are induced 
when parts in parallel are clamped together during assembly. Presuming that 
perfectly manufactured parts have been designed to fit perfectly together and 
produce zero deformations, the clamping-induced deformations result entirely 
from the imperfect geometry that is produced during manufacture. The 
magnitudes and types of these deformations are a function of part dimensions and 
material stiffnesses, and they are limited by design tolerances that control 
manufacturing variations. These manufacturing variations, if uncontrolled, may 
produce high enough stresses when the parts are assembled that premature failure 
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can occur before the design life. The last part of the thesis relates the limits on the 
largest von Mises stress in one part to functional tolerance limits that must be set 
at the beginning of a tolerance analysis of parts in such an assembly. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
Geometric Imperfections on manufactured parts are inevitable. If a target part 
is dependent on support at two individual features, the tolerances of those two 
features play a major role on controlling the position and orientation of target part. 
For instance, in a turbo-machine rotor that is supported by a series of parts at each 
bearing, it is the interference or clearance at a functional target feature, such as at 
the blades that must be controlled. The first part of this thesis focuses on the limits 
of location for the target part to geometric imperfections of other parts when 
stacked in parallel paths.  
In traditional tolerance analyses of mechanical components, the parts are 
assumed to be rigid. It is not true always in real world applications. In 
applications where the parts are flexible (not rigid), deformations are induced 
when parts in parallel are assembled together by clamping. Presuming that 
perfectly manufactured parts have been designed to fit perfectly together and 
produce zero deformations, the clamping-induced deformations result entirely 
from the imperfect geometry produced during manufacture. The stresses that are 
involved in parallel assemblies where parts are clamped to each other are 
displacement induced. The magnitudes and types of these deformations are a 
function of part dimensions and material stiffnesses, and they are limited by 
design tolerances that control manufacturing variations. The second part of the 
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thesis relates the limits on stresses in parts to functional tolerance limits that must 
be set at the beginning of a tolerance analysis of parts in any assembly.  The main 
motivation for this work is that when tolerance analysis in a parallel assembly is 
modeled the designer is able to control the functional parameters to reduce the 
manufacturing costs (by not giving tighter tolerances) and simultaneously control 
displacement induced stresses. 
1.2 Tolerance Analysis 
Tolerances may be used to control individual feature geometry, such as form 
and size, or to control the geometric relationships, such as orientation and location 
between assembly features on a part. Manufacturing and assembly processes are 
inherently imprecise, producing parts that vary in size and form. Tolerance 
analysis is a term that represents two sub categories; one describes the methods 
used in determining individual tolerance specifications from a functional 
requirement and the other represents methods that are used to find the 
accumulation of tolerances (Tolerance Stack-up). Specifications and their 
consequences for allowable feature variations are presented in the standard [1-2], 
but procedures for accumulation of tolerances in assemblies are presented in 
textbooks and research publications.  The methods used for this purpose in 
practice may be classified as either worst-case methods or statistical analyses.  
Statistical analyses are often conducted with the root sum square (RSS) method or 
with a Monte-Carlo simulation to confirm a worst-case analysis.  
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Tolerance Analysis helps in determining whether a design will properly 
function or not. Each part in an assembly is composed of toleranced features. 
Assemblies are composed of various parts, in addition to this, variations 
accumulates during the assembly process. As more toleranced dimensions stack 
up, the magnitude of possible accumulated variations increases. There is 
opportunity for very large variations in an assembly which has many parts and 
features relating it. So, the accumulation of tolerances has to be controlled. 
Tolerance stack-up analysis is done on the parts only that are toleranced or 
assembly that has toleranced parts to control the accumulation of tolerances by 
controlling tolerances of individual parts.  
1.3 Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing 
Before getting to the objective of this thesis, it is important to know about the 
basics of Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) and Tolerance 
Analysis. Tolerancing can be broadly classified into two types: conventional 
tolerancing (plus/minus Tolerancing) and (GD&T). In conventional tolerancing, 
when a tolerance is applied to a feature, it is considered to permit displacement in 
the same direction as the associated dimension. In GD&T, when tolerance is 
applied to a feature, variations are permitted in more than one direction, because 
the allowed variations are contained within a tolerance zone defined in the 
Standard [1-2]. 
The ASME Y14.5-2009 standard defines the principles of GD&T and their 
interpretation. The standard [1] represents each tolerance as a boundary called the 
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tolerance zone within which all the variations of the toleranced feature should lie. 
The tolerance zone is defined by the class of tolerance and the geometry of the 
feature being toleranced. To be specific, the standard [1] groups tolerances into 
six major classes shown in Fig 1.1. 
 
Fig 1.1 Different Classes of Geometric tolerances and their Feature control frames 
as elucidated in ASME Y14.5 
 
In conventional tolerancing, of the above six classes, size is used for all 
classes of variations. Over the years, designers found inconsistencies using the 
conventional Tolerancing and assumptions were required to validate parts so 
dimensioned and toleranced. It is to remedy this experience that the Y14.5 
standard was developed. 
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1.4 Tolerance Accumulation 
Accumulation of tolerances occurs when there are two or more parts between 
the datum feature and the functional target feature. Stack up can occur either in 
series or parallel or a combination of both. A series stack up occurs when two or 
more parts are fitted together in series between the datum and the functional target 
feature. A parallel stack up occurs when two or more parts placed in parallel 
between the datum and the target feature. 
Two results are possible in the parallel arrangement of parts. First, when the 
target part sits on the supports (unclamped to each other), the range of variations 
is some combination of geometric imperfections that are permitted at each of the 
support. Position and orientation of target part depends on the combined 
geometric imperfections of support parts. There are certain combinations for 
support parts which also allow the target free to rock, or rotate about a line 
between two high points, one on each of the supports. In Chapter 4, an example 
showing a simple target part is used to construct a model that relates the variations 
at an unclamped target part to those permitted at the supports. 
Secondly, the target part may be clamped to the supports. When the stresses in 
the parts must be limited under operation, a designer will have a set of design 
parameters that may be used to define limits to the magnitude of the stresses in 
the parts. In Chapter 5, an example showing a simple target part is used to 
illustrate the relationship between the maximum Von-Mises Stress in the target 
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part and the permitted variations at the surfaces of the support parts or sub-
assemblies. 
1.5 Objective of this work 
The objective of this work described is to model the entire array of either 
clearances or maximum part deformations by relating these to the allowable 
variations in manufactured geometry of parts that are arranged in parallel.  By 
understanding how much of variation from the supporting parts contribute to 
variations of the target feature, a designer can better utilize the tolerance budget 
when assigning values to individual tolerances.  The resulting model relates limits 
on stresses in parts to functional tolerance limits that must be set at the beginning 
of a tolerance analysis of parts for an assembly. The model may then be used to 
advise a designer when selecting tolerances so that mismatches of surfaces induce 
acceptable levels of stresses. 
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Chapter 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW ON TOLERANCE 
MODELS AND TOLERANCE ANALYSIS 
2.1 Tolerance Models 
Several attempts have been made to develop a math model for tolerances 
which complies completely with ASME Y14.5 [1]. Classification and brief 
description of these math models is described below. The summary in this chapter 
closely follows the reviews in [14-16, 28] 
2.1.1 Parametric Models 
In parametric models [3-5] the tolerances are incorporated by allowing 
plus/minus variations in the dimensions that are used to represent the nominal 
shape and size of the part. A set of simultaneous equations are developed from the 
parametric relations of the dimensions. Solving these equations results in one or 
more values for dependent dimensions. This method was successful on 2D 
models, but its application to a 3D problem is limited because the solutions are 
solved for vertex positions and therefore this model can only be used on 3D 
polyhedral parts. Parametric models do not include form tolerances, datum 
reference frames and datum-target relations. Turner et. al. [6] developed indirect 
parametrization methods to decouple model construction variables from variables 
for dimensioning 
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2.1.2 Offset Zone Models 
 In offset models, a tolerance zone is modeled as a Boolean subtraction 
between bodies with maximum and minimum values derived by offsetting the 
object by the amount of applied tolerances [7-8]. The disadvantage with this 
model is that it does not model every type of variation separately and it does not 
model interactions between them. This model does not consider datum 
precedence. Certain tolerance classes in Y14.5, such as location are applied to 
axes or mid-planes of toleranced features, not to the boundary. 
2.1.3 Kinematic Models 
Chase et. al[9] developed kinematic model by representing each tolerance 
class by a combination of kinematic joints interconnected with rigid links. In this 
manner, the relationship between the primary datum and its target is represented. 
Although this model can represent all the tolerance classes specified in Y14.5, the 
complete GD&T related information cannot be stored. This model is yet to 
enforce Rule No. 1 in Y14.5 (relation between form and size). Other inherent 
disadvantage is that DRFs cannot be validated. 
2.1.4 Variational Surfaces Models 
 Martinsen [10] and Turner et. al. [11] calculate the surface coefficients by 
changing the values of the variables that define the original model. The positions 
of vertices and edges are computed from the surface variations [12]. These 
coefficients are computed based on the tolerance values. Each surface is 
calculated independently of others. Surface variations can handle form tolerances 
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using higher degree surfaces or surface triangulation.  However, the model is not 
compatible with the ASME Standard and has topological problems such as 
maintaining tangency and incidence conditions. Also, variational surfaces cannot 
model tolerances applied to derived features such as axes or mid-planes. 
2.1.5 Spatial Math Models 
 Mathematical models that are represented in this section are DOF based 
math models which have shown the most potential for retro-fitting the nuances of 
Y14.5.  Tolerances specify allowable uncertainty in dimensions and geometry of 
manufactured parts. Though these tolerance models are lacking in one or two 
minor aspects, these models have seen a lot of development in the past decade. 
2.1.5.1 Tolerance Maps 
The model proposed by Davidson and Shah [13] initially introduced the 
concept of the T-Map®. A T-Map is a hypothetical volume of points that 
represents a tolerance zone for a given feature and all the types of variations that 
are possible on a target feature. Mujezinović et. al. [14-15] and Davidson et. 
al.[16] used Tolerance-Maps for representing the different possible locations of 
the toleranced feature that is controlled by its displacement and orientation within 
the tolerance zone. They modeled series stack up and tolerance allocation for an 
assembly of rectangular blocks or cylindrical parts. All the interactions such as 
Rule#1, MMC, LMC, RFS, bonus, shift and interaction of orientation, form and 
location also are modeled [17].  The T-Map model is discussed in detail in 
Chapter 3. 
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2.1.5.2 Technologically and Topologically Related Surfaces 
Technologically and Topologically Related Surfaces (TTRS) models the 
variations in a tolerance zone with the use of constraints between a point, line and 
plane. In classical kinematics, the constraints between a point, a line and a plane 
form six lower kinematic pairs[18]. Hunt [19] initially used these kinematic pairs 
to partially or fully constrain a rigid body. Six TTRSs were formulated from the 
constraints between a point, line and a plane by Desrochers and Clement [20]. 
Desrochers[21] and Clement et al. [22] have used TTRS to model the variations in 
a tolerance-zone with the use of constraints between a point, a line and a plane, 
called ‘minimum geometric datum elements”(MGDE) or “minimum geometric 
reference surface”(MGRS). They proposed thirteen different constraints.  In 
TTRS, researchers have used torsors or tensors or screws to model Geometric 
Tolerances. Interactions mentioned in §2.1.5.1 are not modeled in TTRS[17]. 
2.1.5.3 Deviation Space 
Giordano et. al. [23], Teissandier et. al.[24] and Fukuda et. al. [25] worked on 
math model which is referred as Deviation Domain or Deviation Space. Deviation 
Space use displacement torsor to model GD&T.  This model is based on a set of 
inequalities among the coordinates which are used to represent tolerance-zones. 
The components of displacement torsor can also be seen as differential parameters 
for orientation and location. This is a similar concept to the Tolerance-Map, but it 
is limited by the number of independent parameters needed to represent a line or 
plane.  An assembly is modeled as clearances in joints between parts or deviations 
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between features.  The model effectively handles the interaction of tolerances in 
an assembly when they are stacked in series with the Minkowski sum of deviation 
spaces. 
2.2 Tolerance Analysis  
 The purpose of tolerance analysis is to study the accumulation of 
dimensional and/or geometric variations resulting from a stack, or a chain of 
dimensions and tolerances. This sub-section reviews a) 1D Tolerance Charts, b) 
Variational(Parametric) analysis based on Monte Carlo Simulation, c) Vector 
loop(or kinematic) based analysis, d) Deviation Domain, e) Tolerance Maps.  
2.2.1 1D Tolerance Charts 
 Tolerance chart is a type of worst case analysis and it is consistent with 
Y14.5 standard. It is applicable to both part level and assembly level. It takes both 
dimensional and geometric tolerances into account. As it is relatively easy to 
understand, manual tolerance charting is used by professionals. Limitations with 
manual tolerance charting are as follows: 
(1) It is done manually, hence it is tedious and prone to errors 
(2) Each tolerance class in Y14.5 has a different set of rules and user has to 
remember it 
(3) As it is one dimensional, it deals with single direction at a time ignoring 
coupling with variations in other directions which leads to inaccurate 
results 
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(4) It is not suitable for statistical analysis. This method is suitable only for 
worst case analysis 
Shen et. al. [26] automated the tolerance stack up analysis using tolerance 
charts. This is considered to be a simple method [26], although it has its own 
limitations. This method specifies a one-dimensional analysis for certain types of 
problems, where the dimensions in other two directions may be negligible or not 
critical. For parallel stack-up, at least a 2D model should be available for practical 
applications. 
2.2.2 Parametric Analysis Method 
Concepts of parametric analysis are derived from mature parametric CAD and 
it is also easy to integrate with CAD systems. A pure parametric approach has its 
own limitations [27] 
(1) Limiting values to the model variables such as feature location and shape 
parameters do not necessarily correspond directly to the tolerances 
specified in drawings, especially when encountering geometric tolerances. 
Parametric models has no concept of datum or datum precedence so 
Material modifier conditions cannot be enforced in this model. Form 
tolerances cannot be specified 
(2) Extra Constraint – Certain commonly used tolerances such as flatness and 
parallelism are extra tolerances in addition to size tolerances cannot be 
handled in this approach, especially when using linear analysis 
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(3) The linearization models assume constant sensitivity which leads to 
inaccurate results 
Because of the limitations listed above, modern major CAT (Computer Aided 
Tolerancing) use Monte-Carlo Simulation with certain features of parametric 
models to avoid certain disadvantages. Major problems with CAT packages are 
[28] 
(1) Parametric tolerance analysis integrated with CAD models may be limited 
to 2D and usually uses linearized approach.  
(2) Model Parameters and constraints used in creating CAD model do not 
correspond directly to the tolerances that may be specified on the drawings 
(3) This approach is unable to represent datum precedence, material modifier 
condition, form tolerances and few other features of the standard 
(4) The end result depends on how the model is parameterized i.e. feature 
definition, assembling sequence, constraint satisfaction etc. Thus, different 
users end up with different results. Users of this method should have a 
thorough knowledge of GD &T and should be capable enough to 
understand the solution logic to validate his/her result. Considerable 
experience is required to obtain consistent results. 
To reduce computation, CAT packages use point-based method in contrast to 
modern GD&T which are based on 3D tolerance zones. This again leads to 
inaccurate results. Though this model has its strengths, few of the limitations such 
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as datum precedence, modeling form tolerances and its full conformance with 
Y14.5 should be overcome. 
2.2.3 Vector Analysis Method 
Chase et. al. [29] developed a method based on transformation matrices which 
is usually called the kinematic approach to tolerance analysis. Three types of 
variations – dimensional, kinematic and geometric – are modeled in the vector 
loop model. In this model, the dimensions of the stack are modeled as vectors. 
Kinematic variations are the mating relations, also called the joints, in assembly 
time that occurs as a result of dimensional and geometric variations. The 
geometric tolerances are modeled by adding degrees of freedom (DOFs) to the 
joints. The great strength of kinematic-based CATs is that they use vectors and 
kinematic joints to create the model, which is geometrically simple and 
computationally efficient. 
Disadvantages with a kinematic based model are that [30] 
(1) This approach considers just the rigid body motions in 2D or 3D which is 
not enough to model all types of geometric variations. Datum Precedence, 
Bonus/Shift tolerances, material condition modifiers and tolerance 
interaction relationship cannot be modeled in this method.  
(2) To generate a valid vector loop requires the user to follow a consistent set 
of modeling procedures for defining joint types and vector loops. In other 
words, like the parametric analysis method, this method heavily depends 
on the user’s expertise and experience to obtain correct results. 
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(3) This method is more applicable for variation analysis in kinematic 
mechanisms(assemblies, but difficult to apply to part level analysis in 1D 
2.2.4 Deviation Domain 
In this math model, worst case method for tolerance analysis was developed 
that includes both series and parallel stack up [17]. Adragna et. al. [31] devised a 
method to do Statistical Clearance Domain for Parallel Assemblies. Mansuy et. al. 
[32] has considered that the geometric tolerances on the various surfaces is 
piecewise linear and had calculated the tolerance stack up in series for worst case. 
He shows a generic algorithm for Tolerancing analysis for 3D mechanism using 
deviation domain for parallel assemblies. [33]. 
 Teissandier et. al.[24] used numerical methods in order to solve problems 
in tolerance analysis. The variation within the tolerance zone is represented by a 
polytope in deviation domain or deviation space. The relative position between 
any two surfaces of a mechanism can be calculated with two operations on 
polytopes: the Minkowski sum and the Intersection. Intersection operation should 
be performed to get “the calculated polytope” [24] when the parts corresponding 
to the polytopes are arranged in parallel. Fig 2.1 shows the Intersection operation 
between 2 polytopes that are to be operated for parallel stack-up assembly. In 
order to satisfy the functional requirement, the calculated polytopes should be 
within the functional polytope. 
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Fig. 2.1  Intersection of 3-Polytope[24] 
 
2.2.5 Tolerance Maps 
T-Maps use areal co-ordinates and they do not depend on point-based method. 
Tolerance analysis based on T-Map is fully consistent with Y14.5. It models 
interactions precisely. T-Map has a well-defined method for series stack up but 
there is no specific method devised to do parallel stack-up analysis. It provides 
multiple stack up equations and metric measures to aid a designer in selecting 
optimal tolerances. 
The end result is consistent with the final assembly model irrespective of how 
the user creates the analysis model which given the T-Map model a major 
advantage compared to either variation analysis or the kinematic based model.  
Shah et. al. [28] and Shen et. al.[34] compared Tolerance Charts, various 
tolerance CAT packages available and Multi-Variate region models (e.g. T-Maps) 
and observed that only Tolerance charts and Multi-Variate region models satisfy 
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ASME Y14.5[1] completely. Ameta et. al.[17] compares the capabilities and 
limitations of three multivariate, spatial math models used in geometric 
tolerances. Tonks et. al. [35] used a hybrid covariance model for modeling 
geometric covariance of surface variation in assemblies with compliant parts. 
From the literature review, it is observed that, though two tolerance models 
have been developed for parallel stack up analysis, all the models follow different 
procedures[such as intersection of polytopes in Deviation Domain model and 
have different assumptions. In this thesis, the work is presented in two parts: 
(1) A procedure is proposed to model the parallel stack up of blocks with 
rectangular faces using tolerance maps, and 
(2) Limitation stresses in parts are used to create Functional tolerance limits 
that must be set at the beginning of a tolerance analysis of parts for any 
assembly  
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Chapter 3 
TOLERANCE MAPS – WORST CASE TOLERANCE ANALYSIS AND 
TOLERANCE ALLOCATION 
 
Fig 3.1 shows a flow chart which tells the major steps involved in 
conducting a worst-case tolerance analysis with T-Maps®. Every step in the flow 
chart is explained in this chapter. 
 
Fig 3.1  Flow chart showing major steps in conducting a worst case tolerance 
analysis, the results of which can be utilized in tolerance allocation using            
T-Maps[36] 
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All sections in this chapter are excerpts of previous work [14-16, 36] 
3.1 Creating T-Maps for Individual Parts 
A T-Map is a result of one-to-one mapping from all the possible variations of 
a feature, within its tolerance zone, to the Euclidean point-space. These variations 
are determined by the various tolerances that are specified on the feature. 
Foremost step is to create T-Maps for individual parts. Tolerance zone 
corresponding to the toleranced feature is identified as defined in the standard [1]. 
Tolerance-Map for any combination of tolerances is formed from a basic simplex 
and described with Areal co-ordinates. The following sub-sections give a brief 
introduction on Areal Co-ordinates.   
3.1.1 Areal Coordinates: 
 
Areal Co-ordinates in 2D: Three basis points σ1, σ2 and σ3 are chosen in space 
for which λ1, λ2 and λ3 are corresponding masses. Masses can be positive or 
negative but sum of the masses are set to unity.  Each areal co-ordinate λi 
represents a fraction of the area of the basis triangle σ1σ2σ3, as shown in Fig. 3.2. 
The co-ordinates are given below 
σ1(λ1, λ2, λ3) = (1,0,0) 
σ2(λ1, λ2, λ3) = (0,1,0) 
σ3(λ1, λ2, λ3) = (0,0,1) 
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If σ has to lie within the basis triangle σ1σ2σ3 all three co-ordinates (areas) will 
be positive. Fig 3.2 shows to corresponding position of σ according to the signs of 
each coordinates. 
Area of Basis Triangle: If it is assumed to take any three points σ’1, σ’2 and 
σ’3 that lie in the plane of reference triangle, each of which is defined with areal 
coordinates λ’1i, λ’2i and λ’3i relative to triangle σ1σ2σ3, the area of triangle 
σ’1σ’2σ’3 is given by 
λ λ λλ λ λλ λ λ  (3-1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3.2 Three basis points σ1, σ2 and σ3 that form a basis triangle for areal 
coordinates in a plane 
 
Determinant gives the area as a fraction or a multiple of the area in the basis 
triangle σ1σ2σ3. It is important to maintain the same cyclic order of points so that 
the area doesn’t become negative. All the areas that are calculated using the same 
reference triangle can be added when the same cyclic order is maintained. A 2X2 
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determinant gives length as a fraction ot a multiple of the directed line-segment 
σ1σ2. 
Areal Coordinates in 3D: Four basis points σ1, σ2, σ3 and σ4 are chosen in 
space for which λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4 are corresponding masses. Masses can be 
positive or negative. The only condition that has to be maintained is the sum of 
masses∑λ = 1 . This forms a basis tetrahedron σ1σ2σ3σ4. All the four points 
forming the basis can be non-co-planar, but, in Fig 3.3 it is chosen to lie on the 
coordinates of Cartesian frame. Any other point σ in space divides the volume 
σ1σ2σ3σ4 into four sub-tetrahedrons. Each areal co-ordinate represents the volume 
of sub-tetrahedron that is opposite to its corresponding basis point. Volume of 
these sub-tetrahedrons is expressed as a fraction of volume for σ1σ2σ3σ4. Out of 
four co-ordinates, even if one of its co-ordinates is negative, σ lies outside the 
basis tetrahedron. 
Volume Computation: If it is assumed to take any three points σ’1, σ’2, σ’3 and 
σ’4 that lie in the space of basis tetrahedron, each of which is defined with areal 
coordinates λ’1i, λ’2i, λ’3i and λ’4i relative to triangle σ1σ2σ3σ4, the volume of  
σ’1σ’2σ’3 σ’4 is given by 
λ
 λ λ λλ λ λ λλ λ λ λλ λ λ λ 
 (3-2) 
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Fig 3.3  The reference tetrahedron σ1σ2σ3σ4 in which the four basis-points are 
chosen to lie on the four axes of a left-handed Cartesian frame 
 
Determinant gives the volume as a fraction or a multiple of the area in the 
basis tetrahedron σ1σ2σ3σ4. It is important to maintain the same cyclic order of 
points so that the area doesn’t become negative. All the volumes that are 
calculated using the same reference tetrahedron can be added when the same 
cyclic order is maintained. 
3.1.2 Basis Tetrahedron 
 A T-Map in 3D can be constructed from a basic-simplex which is 
constructed from four basis points. As in §3.1.1 four basis points σ1, σ2, σ3 and σ4 
can be positioned in three axes of Cartesian frame for convenience. At the basis 
points, four masses or weights (λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4) are assumed which can either be 
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positive or negative as long as they don’t sum up to zero. The position of σ 
(centroid of masses) is uniquely determined by the linear combination 
(λ1 + λ2 + λ3+ λ4) σ = λ1 σ1 + λ2 σ2 + λ3 σ3 + λ4 σ4 (3-3) 
 
This centroid can be assumed in any position in the solid containing σ1, σ2, 
σ3 and σ4 by varying λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4. Since the position of σ depends only on two 
independent ratios of these magnitudes, the coordinates λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4 can be 
normalized by setting λ1 + λ2 + λ3+ λ4= 1, thus giving the areal coordinate system. 
In this case, the points are used as the basis to locate any other points in the 
system. The four masses λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4 are the barycentric coordinates of σ, yet 
it is noted that the position of σ depends only on three independent ratios of these 
magnitudes. These are the types of areal coordinates that are being used to create 
T-Maps for planar surfaces on parts. 
3.1.3 Plane Co-ordinates in Tolerance Zone 
The entire space of points to the entire space of planes in a Cartesian 
frame of reference is represented by the equation 
 +  +  +  = 0 (3-4) 
When p,q,r and s are known, equation 3-4 gives the coordinates of all the 
points that lie on the plane defined by (p,q,r,s); When x,y,z and w are known, it 
gives the co-ordinates of all the planes passing through the point (x, y, z, w). The 
coordinates (p, q, r, s) for a plane relate to the Cartesian frame according to Fig 
3.4, in which the three coordinate axes are shown piercing the plane. By setting y 
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and z to zero in px+qy+rz+sw=0, the pierce-point for x-axis is –s/t (w is set to 1 
so that the length measurements are metric). Whenever the coordinates of the 
plane (p,q,r,s) are normalized with  +  +  = 1 , coordinates p, q and r 
becomes the direction cosines of the line normal to the plane and the distance 
from the plane to the origin is equal to 2s. Since coordinate r is two or more 
orders of magnitude larger than p, q and s for all the planes in a tolerance-zone, 
every such plane is normalized by setting r=1. Consequently, the distinctions 
between these planes are obtained using only coordinates p, q and s. It is 
important to note that the units are not consistent for these coordinates. p, q and r 
are dimensionless ratios and s is length. In this case, p, q and r can only be used to 
describe tolerance zones; they cannot be used to represent T-Maps®. In Fig 3.5, 
lateral dimension  
t = d(t/d) 
= d tanα 
= dq 
= q’ 
Therefore extrapolating to both lateral directions, coordinates p’ = dp and 
q’ = dq do have dimension and can be used for Tolerance-Maps; they are 
proportional to ratios p and q. 
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Fig 3.4 A plane in the Cartesian xyz- frame of a tolerance zone 
 
3.1.4 Step-by-Step process involved in creating T-Map for a Part 
 If a feature has n-degrees of freedom, a T-map created will be of n-
dimension. The basic simplex created will also be of n-dimension with n+1 basis 
points. Following are the basic steps for constructing a T-Map 
(1) Tolerance zone is identified and the DOFs of the tolerance feature 
confined by the tolerance zone 
(2) A coordinate frame is located in the tolerance zone which is usually 
located at the geometric center of tolerance zone 
(3) Maximum parameters of each degree of freedom of the feature confined 
by the tolerance zone are identified  
(4) If n degrees of freedom of the feature are constrained, n+1 feature 
locations that at least represent the maximum parameters identified in the 
previous step are identified 
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(5) These n+1 basis features as basis points in an n-dimensional hypothetical 
Euclidean space are located, creating one to one mapping utilizing areal 
coordinates 
(6) These basis points are positioned such that axes at right angles can be 
located to identify the variations of the parameters of each DOF of the 
feature confined by the tolerance zone 
(7) The range of allowable variations of the feature is identified in the n-
dimensional hypothetical Euclidean space. This range is termed as 
Tolerance-Map of the toleranced feature 
3.4 Tolerance Map for a Rectangular Face 
 
Fig 3.5 A rectangular bar with a size tolerance t on the length dimension. The 
figure shows an exaggerated tolerance zone [14] 
  Fig. 3.5 shows a rectangular bar of cross-sectional dimensions dx x dy and 
a highly exaggerated tolerance t.  According to ASME Y14.5, all points of the 
end-face must lie between the limiting planes σ1 and σ2, and within the 
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rectangular limit of the face. This region is the tolerance-zone. Presuming the face 
at first to be of perfect form, i.e. a rectangular segment of a plane, the possible 
placement of this face is against any one of a three-dimensional set of planes. The 
T-Map for the end-face is built from four basis-points σ1, σ2, σ3, and σ4. Starting 
two-dimensionally, select the three planes σ1, σ2 and σ3 from among those in the 
tolerance-zone that are parallel to the x-axis (Figs 3.5 and 3.6(a)).  Then, place 
three basis-points σ1, σ2 and σ3 as shown in Fig. 3.6(b).  Linear combinations of 
σ1, σ2 and σ3 in the tolerance-zone, when all three coefficients are positive, 
produces planes only tilted in the clockwise sense, when viewed along the x-axis.  
To complete the 2-D construction, form a rhombus with points σ1σ3σ2σ7 in the 
q′s-section of the full 3-D T-Map (Fig. 3.6). 
 
Fig 3.6: (a) One view of the bar in Fig 1 and its tolerance-zone(looking along the x-axis) (b) A 
point-map that represents half of the planes that are parallel to the x-axis and lie in the tolerance 
zone of Fig. 3.5[14] 
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Similarly, the p’s-section can also be obtained by examining the planes in the 
tolerance zone of Fig. 3.5 that are parallel to the y-axis. Figure 3.7 shows the 
complete dipyramidal T-Map for a rectangular face. 
 
 
Fig 3.7 T-Map for the tolerance-zone on the end-face of the rectangular bar shown 
in Fig. 3.5[14] 
 
Figure 3.7 represents T-Map for an individual feature. In developing the 
T-Map® for a planar face, DOFs controlled by the plane are considered i.e. 
translation perpendicular to the plane and rotations about x- and y- axes in the 
plane.  Therefore, it resulted in a 3D T-Map® where s-axis in the T-Map® 
represents the variations of the plane negatively along z-axis in the tolerance zone 
while the p’- and q’- axes represents the orientation variations of the plane about 
the y- and x- axes, respectively. 
When the rectangular section shown in Fig. 3.5 has dimensions dx = dy 
(representing a square), point σ4’ in Fig 3.7 moves inwards to coincide with σ4 and 
similarly distance between origin and σ8’ will be equal to the distance between 
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origin and σ4. σ3σ4’σ7σ8’ which forms a rhombus for a rectangular face will 
become a square for a square face. 
3.2 Conforming the individual T-Maps to that of T-Map of Target Face: 
The modifications that are required to be made in the Individual part T-
Map to represent the variations at the target feature of the assembly is called 
conformation. 
3.2.1 Transforming Plane Coordinates from one Coordinate frame to 
another 
 A plane lies in Ojxjyjzj coordinate frame which has to be transformed to 
Oixiyizi coordinate frame using homogeneous transformation. The coordinates for 
the plane in Oj frame is (pj,qj,rj,sj). 
    =    	 		
=                          0 0 0 1 ! 
 
 
(3-6) 
  [Aij] represents transformation matrix in which vectors ai1, ai2 and ai3 in 
3x3 rotation matrix represents direction cosines of xj-, yj- and zj- axes, 
respectively, as expressed in frame Oixiyizi ; correspondingly a14, a24 and a34 are 
the x-, y- and z-coordinates of Oj,  as measured in Oixiyizi. Equation 3-6 arise from 
the requirement that incidence of a point and a plane, ensured by 
px+qy+rz+sw=0, holds in any reference frame, i.e. 
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      "
=        
= 0				 
3.2.2 Steps followed for creating a conformable T-Map w.r.t. target feature 
 All the individual T-Maps are conformed with respect to the target feature 
so that they truly represent the effect of the part variations at the target feature. 
Conformable T-Map is achieved by following the procedure described below: 
1. Coordinate frames for the individual feature(frame j) and the target 
feature(frame i) has to be located 
2. A transformation matrix[Aij] is created that transforms from the target 
frame i to the feature frame j. Another transformation matrix [Aj] is 
created that transforms the feature frame j in each of the degree of 
freedom by small variations within the allowable limit defined by the 
tolerance zone of the feature. These two transformation matrices are 
combined to get a resultant matrix [Aj’].  
 = 	 
 
When these matrices are constructed the second order terms and terms 
with orders more than two are ignored 
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3. Parameters extracted from the matrix [Aj’] are conformed parameters of T-
Map. These parameters are used to create conformed T-Map of the 
variations of the feature with respect to the target face 
3.3 Tolerance Analysis based on T-Maps 
Mujezinovic et al. [11] has developed T-Map for accumulated tolerances that 
describe possible variations in the cross section when they are stacked one over 
another. An example was presented for stack up parts having rectangular faces. It 
is discussed briefly for having a basic knowledge on the operations done in the 
stack-up. 
 
 
Fig 3.8  Two rectangular parts are stacked in series 
 
Consider that there are two parts having rectangular faces, but, different 
tolerance limits and different sizes are stacked up on top of each other as shown in 
Fig. 3.8. The functional target face is the end face of smaller block. The lower 
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surface of the bigger part is read as Datum A. The final dimensions of the 
accumulation map are in terms of t1 and t2.  
The first step in tolerance accumulation is to develop T-Maps for the 
individual parts. Minkowski addition is the technique used for calculating series 
stack up. For comparisons all the T-maps should be scaled so that it can be 
referred to one reference tetrahedron which is preferably the functional target 
face. Once the T-Maps for individual parts are created so that all the T-Maps are 
conformable, Minkowski addition is used to obtain the accumulation map. 
 
Fig 3.9 (a) and (b) are Half of the conformable q’s sections of the T-Map of the 
parts in Fig. (c) and (d) are half-section of the accumulation map 
 
Both T-Maps (Accumulation Map through series stack –up and functional 
T-Map of the Target face) are shown in Fig.3.9(d) as a half-section through the 
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q’s section. When there is tighter tolerance for orientation of the functional target 
face, half section of the functional map will be an isosceles trapezoid, as shown in 
Fig. 3.9(d).  Davidson et. al. [13] and Mujezinovic et. al [11] present more general 
cases of assemblies in which the lateral dimensions of the parts increase or 
decrease monotonically. 
3.4 Worst Case Analysis 
When n parts having rectangular faces are assembled together where 
d1x>d2x>…>dix>…>dnx and d1y>d2y>…>diy>…>dny and the n
th
 part contains the 
functional target face, the stack up obtained in both axial and lateral directions are 
given by equation 3-7 for both size and orientation, 
#$ = %#&'  
#$() =	% #&' *&)*) , 
#$(, =	% #&' *&)*, , 
 
 
(3-7) 
where t''f is……..t''fby are the accumulated orientational variations in two lateral 
coordinate directions.  The contributions of each of the parts can be obtained from 
the size of the worst case envelope circumscribing the conformed T-Map of each 
of the parts. The ratio of the contributions from each of the parts to the tolerance 
on each of the parts gives the sensitivities. To avoid specifying excessively tight 
tolerances on the individual parts, it is recommended that the accumulation T-
Map be scaled up/down until it can be inscribed in the dipyramidal functional 
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map. A functional T-Map represents all the allowable variations of the target 
feature of the assembly. For the assembly to remain functional, the accumulated 
variations of the target feature should lie within the allowable variation of the 
target feature. This implies that the accumulation T-Map should lie completely 
within the functional T-Map for all the parts produced within specifications to 
satisfy the assembly function. 
3.5 Statistical Analysis 
 Though this research work concentrates only on Worst case tolerance 
analysis in a parallel stack up of parts, a brief introduction of work done in 
statistical analysis using T-Maps is given in this section to show that it is possible 
to extend the Worst case Tolerance Analysis using T-Maps to Statistical 
Tolerance Analysis. Worst case analysis specifies tighter tolerances and that is the 
reason to choose statistical approach to obtain larger values for tolerances but still 
have only a less amount parts which doesn’t meet the worst case specifications. 
Statistical tolerance analysis can be performed by assuming probability for 
manufacturing each of the points in the T-Map and hence each variation within 
the tolerance zone. Ameta et. al. devised a comprehensive methodology of 
statistical analysis assuming geometric bias. Fig 3.10 shows a schematic of Worst 
Case tolerance analysis followed by statistical tolerance analysis. 
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Fig 3.10 Steps to perform worst case and statistical tolerance analysis [36] 
This method just takes geometric bias into account for the given tolerance 
allocations. However, manufacturing biases also play a very important role in 
tolerance analysis and evaluation of the tolerance allocation scheme. All the 
points within the       T-Map are assumed to have an equal likelihood of 
manufacture. But, there will be manufacturing biases influenced by process plan, 
fixture alignment, tool wear etc. which will distort this equal likelihood assumed 
in T-Maps. These cases are taken care of by attaching weights to different points 
or regions in the T-Map Space. 
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Chapter 4 
SINGLE LOOP PARALLEL STACK UP RELATION USING T-MAPS 
 
4.1 Stack up Relation between parts 
Tolerance stack-up relations are broadly classified into two types: 1. Series 
Stack-up relations; 2. Parallel Stack-up relations.  
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.1 Classification of Stack-up relations between parts 
 
The terminology is classified with the graphic icons in the form of 
rectangular blocks shown at the leaf nodes in Fig 4.1 are represented. The 
example that is about to be considered for solving a parallel stack up model 
contains rectangular blocks arranged in parallel between datum and target faces. 
So, example for series stack up in Fig. 4.1 is also rectangular blocks arranged on 
top of each other, where the datum lies at the bottom of the stack and the target 
face lies at the top of the stack. 
4.2 Single loop parallel stack up of parts with rectangular faces 
For the purpose of convenience, parallel stack-up relations between parts 
can be classified as either single loop or multiple loop (Fig. 4.1). With single loop 
Stack Up 
Series 
Parallel 
Single loop 
Multiple loop 
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ones, there is just one loop between the reference datum plane and the target face. 
In multiple loops, there are at least three supports from the reference datum plane 
for the part carrying the target face.  One example of such a construction is a 
crankshaft with three or more main bearings.  This research is restricted to 
tolerance analysis for single loop parallel stack ups and for parts having 
rectangular faces.  
 
Fig 4.2 Single loop parallel stack up of blocks having rectangular faces with 
exaggerated tolerance-zones on Blocks 2 and 3 
Fig 4.2 is an example of a single loop parallel stack-up. The assembly of 
blocks shown in Fig 4.2 is an example of a single loop parallel stack-up because 
both the serial chains 1-2-4 and 1-3-4 contribute to controlling the location of the 
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target face at the top of Block 4. Blocks 2 and 3 are arranged in parallel between 
the reference Block 1 and the target face at the top of Block 4.  
Few assumptions are made before starting our analysis. 
1. Blocks 1 and 4 are ideal or geometrically perfect i.e. there are no 
manufacturing variations associated with  them 
2. The top surface of block 2 and 3 have manufacturing variations which 
contribute to the accumulation of tolerances in parallel to the target 
face represented in block 4 
Functional parameters associated with the example shown in Fig. 4.2 are 
widths of blocks 2 and 3, tolerances of block 2 and 3, and distance between 
blocks 2 and 3. Although Fig. 4.2 is represented in 3D, the sub-sections §§4.3-4.7 
treat all the different  2-D cases. In §4.8 these are expanded to a 3D model. 
First, consider a 2D model with same tolerance t is considered for both blocks 
2 and 3.  Table 4.1 shows the individual blocks and the individual 2D T-Maps for 
the blocks represented. Both T-Maps are the same because both features have the 
same geometry and same size tolerance. 
Table 4.1 Individual 2-D T-Maps for Blocks 2 and 3  
Block 2 T-Map for block 2 Block 3 T-Map for block 3 
 
 
 
 
   
t 
s2 
q'2 
t 
t 
t 
s2 
q'2 
t 
t 
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T-Maps for the target face on Block 4 will be obtained for following cases: 
 1. Both blocks 2 and 3 are of negligible width w with same tolerance t;  
2. Both blocks 2 and 3 are of negligible width w with different tolerances t2 
and t3 respectively; 
 3. Both blocks 2 and 3 are of the same significant width w; 
 4. Both blocks 2 and 3 are of different widths w2 and w3; 
5. Both blocks 2 and 3 are of negligible width w with same tolerance t and 
l≠0. 
 All these five cases are obtained by varying the functional parameters such as 
width ‘w’ of the block, tolerance ‘t’ specified for each block and the distance ‘d’ 
between both of them. In the first four cases, the 3D model that is considered in 
Fig 4.2 is converted into 2D by making l=0. 
A new procedure is devised to calculate the accumulated T-map for parallel 
stack up relation between parts for all the above mentioned cases. A set of 
operations should be done in sequence to attain the final accumulation T-Map. 
Complete procedure is explained in each of the cases described in the following 
sections. When the blocks are stacked up in parallel, the regular Minkowski sum 
cannot be used to find the accumulation map although it will be used in a different 
way. So, a new algorithm is developed to find the stack-up model. 
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4.3 Blocks 2 and 3 when (w/d) << 1(Case 1) 
In this case width of the blocks 2 and 3 are assumed to be negligible i.e. w=0. 
When w/d is very small, it is assumed that both blocks 2 and 3 are at the edges of 
block 1. So, angular variations in Blocks 2 and 3 may be ignored; only the size 
variation t in Blocks 2 and 3 contributes to the orientation variations in Block 4.  
In Table 4.2, size variations are represented along the s-axis and angular 
variations are represented along the q’-axis (clockwise +). The dotted lines in 
Table 4.2 represent the complete 2-D T-Maps, including orientation variations, 
for the top faces of Blocks 2 and 3.  However, for w/d very small, only variations 
along the s-axis (shown with the solid vertical lines in Table 4.2) influence 
variations at the target face of Block 4. This means, there is size variation and 
orientation variation in one direction. 
Assume at first that Block 3 is made at its theoretical length and perfect 
orientation (large dot in the first row of Table 2). Then, all variations in the 
tolerance-zone of Block 2 correspond to a rotation of Block 4 that is coupled to a 
vertical displacement of its geometric center.  The slanted line in the first row and 
last column of Table 4.2 reflects this coupling; it represents the operand T-Map 
for Block 4 arising from variations at Block 2.  In a similar fashion, the slanted 
line in the last row of Table 4.2 represents the operand T-Map for variations on 
Block 4 arising from Block 3 alone.  When series stack up was reviewed earlier, it 
was mentioned that all the T-Maps should be conformable to one reference 
tetrahedron which is preferably the T-Map of functional target face. The same 
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principle is adopted in here. All the individual T-Maps are made conformable to 
the T-Map of the target face.  
Table 4.2 Transformation into conformable T-Maps 
T-Map for block 2 T-Map for block 3 Respective T-Map 
for Block 4 
   
  
 
 
The Minkowski sum of the two slanted lines (operands) gives all possible 
variations at the target face of Block 4 (Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.3); it is a form of 
superposition of the individual contributions from Blocks 2 and 3. 
 
Fig 4.3  Minkowski sum of two lines 
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4.3.1 Minkowski sum of slanted lines 
In any Euclidean space of points of dimension n, such as a T-Map, every 
point can be represented as a vector with n components. Consider the Two 
operand T-Maps for which the Minkowski sum has to be calculated. Regard each 
operand T-Map as a set of vectors in Euclidean space. When the origin of one 
operand is dragged over the vectors formed by the other operand, a new area is 
traced which is the Minkowski sum of those two operands. 
Table 4.3 Minkowski sum of T-Maps for Blocks 2 and 3, now conformable to 
the target face on Block 4 
Transformed T-Map 
for block 2 
Transformed T-Map for 
block 3 
Minkowski Sum: 
accumulation T-Map 
 
 
 
 
4.4 When (w/d)<<1, but different size tolerances t2 and t3 for Blocks 2 and 3 
  In this case, Blocks 2 and 3 are of negligible width, but the tolerance of 
blocks 2 and 3 are different.  In what follows, t2 > t3, but the basic dimensions of 
Blocks 2 and 3 are correspondingly equal (t2 and t3 are Equal Bilateral tolerances). 
The T-Map construction is accomplished with the same method as in §4.3, but 
now the operand line-segment for Block 2 (left cell in Table 4.4) is longer than 
the one for Block 3.  
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Table 4.4 Minkowski sum of conformable T-Maps for Blocks 2 and 3 with 
negligible width and t2 > t3 
Transformed T-Map for 
block 2 
Transformed T-Map 
for block 3 
Minkowski Sum: 
accumulation T-Map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
δt is determined geometrically from Fig. 4.1 and is found to be (t2+t3)/2, where δt 
determines the magnitude of scale ratio for operand T-Maps when there is two 
different tolerance limits for each of the blocks.  An observation to be noted in 
this case is that, the final accumulation T-Map is enlarged in one diagonal 
direction due to the different tolerance limits. When the tolerance limits were 
equal, 4 corners of the tolerance map were lying on axes. The amount of shift in 
Table 4.4(last column) from an axis is calculated geometrically and it validates 
the result when actual Minkowski addition is performed as per the procedure 
described in §4.3.  The direction of the stretch is determined by the block for 
which the size tolerance is larger.  Note that, where t3 > t2, the T-Map for Block 4 
would be the one at the right in Table 4.4 reflected about the s-axis. 
4.5 Blocks 2 and 3 with width w significant and t2 = t3 (Case 3) 
When a block has a significant width w, additional displacement of the target 
face on Block 4 is possible because Block 4 can sit on the corners identified with 
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heavy dots in Fig. 4.2.  The required accumulation T-Map may be obtained by 
modifying the one at the right in Table 4.3; this T-Map is reproduced as the dotted 
rhombus in Fig. 4.4(a).  When Block 4 sits along the lower of the two dashed 
lines in Fig. 4.2, the location of target face on block 4 corresponds to the point on 
the q’-axis a distance t from the s-axis in Fig.4.4(a) (and in Table 3).  However, 
when Block 4 sits along the upper of the two dashed lines in Fig. 4.2, the target 
face on block 4 rotates further and its center moves above the central location.  
Therefore, the lower-right boundary line is extended to the right, as shown in Fig. 
4.4.   
 
 
 
Fig 4.4 (a) T-Map for lower surface of block 4 when block 2 and block 3 have 
equal significant width (b) zoomed portion in q’ axis 
 
The dotted lines in Fig. 4.4 represent the T-map when the width is negligible and 
the solid line shows how the T-Map is getting transformed when the width 
increases.  
Examination of the dimensions shown in Fig. 4.2 leads to the dimensional 
limits x and y of this extension:   
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 =  ∗	 #*				,  
(4-1)  = 	2				, 
Of course, rotation in the opposite sense extends the lower-left boundary with the 
same magnitude and in a symmetrical fashion.   
4.6 Blocks 2 and 3 very wide (d=w) Case 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.5 Case 3 when d=w 
Fig 4.5 shows the modified version of Fig.4.2 in 2D when d=w. When d=w, 
blocks 2 and 3 abut each other at the center of block 4. This is a limiting condition 
of case 3(when blocks 2 and 3 have same width and they are significant)   
When dimensions d and w are equal, the dimensions x and y in §4.5 take 
maximum values, i.e. x=t and y= (t/2). Although points A and C that lie on the s-
axis remain in the same position, equation 4-1 reveal that  points B and D are 
2 3 
4 
1 
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shifted upward sufficiently that the quadrilateral shape in Fig. 4.4(a) changes to 
form an inverted triangle (Fig. 4.6).  The three points B, C, and D now lie on the 
same line that it is parallel to the axis q’. 
 
 
Fig 4.6 T-Map for the target face of block 4 when Blocks 2 and 3 have equal 
significant width and satisfies a condition d=w  
4.7 Blocks 2 and 3 with different widths (Case 4) 
Fig 4.7 shows the modified version of Fig.4.2 in 2D when w1≠w2 and 
d=(w1+w2)/2. In this case, d=(w1+w2)/2, Blocks 2 and 3 abut one another, but 
their widths are different.  As the widths of blocks 2 and 3 are different, say w2 < 
w3, the orientation variation of block 4 in anticlockwise direction is more than the 
orientation variation of block 4 in clockwise direction. 
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Fig 4.7 Case 3 when w1≠w2 and d=(w1+w2)/2 
Now, eq. (4-1) may be applied to the left and right sides of the T-Map in Fig. 
4.4 to obtain different values for the measures x and y.  The T-Map retains the 
triangular shape in Fig. 4.6, but it gets skewed in one direction which makes the 
figure asymmetric about the s-axis, as shown in Figure 4.7. 
 
Fig 4.8 The T-Map for the target face of block 4 when w1≠w2 and d=w1+w2.   
 
4.8 Blocks 2 and 3 when (w/d) << 1 & l is finite (Case 5) 
In this case, the widths of blocks 2 and 3 are assumed to be negligible 
(w=0) i.e. w/d is very small; it is assumed that both blocks 2 and 3 are at the edges 
2 3 
4 
1 
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of block 1. This is the same as case 1 discussed in §4.3, with l≠0. In case 1, all 
angular variations were ignored for Blocks 2 and 3; only size variation t in Blocks 
2 and 3 contributed to the variations in Block 4. But, in this case, size variation 
and one angular variation are possible for Blocks 2 and 3. 
 
 
 
Fig 4.9 Geometry for Blocks 2 and 3 that represents Case 5 
 
Fig 4.9 shows Blocks 2 and 3 as blades with negligible width w, a non-
zero length l, same size tolerance t and they are separated by distance d. ABFE 
and CDHG represent the tolerance zones for Blocks 2 and 3 respectively. Before 
constructing a T-Map for this case, it can be noticed that the combined tolerance 
zone formed by blocks 2 and 3 is similar to the tolerance zone of a simple 
rectangular face with additional orientation variations. So, the T-Map for this 
particular case is built upon the T-Map for a rectangular face. All possible 
variations for Block 4 within the zone formed by the two planes ABDC and 
EFHG can be represented by the T-Map for a rectangular face. In addition to the 
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size variations between these two planes, there can be additional orientation 
variations when Block 4 is supported at diagonally opposite corners, say F and G 
(represented by heavy dots). When Blocks 2 and 3 have maximum orientation 
variation in opposite directions and Block 4 is supported at diagonally opposite 
corners, Block 4 can rotate small amounts about a line joining F and G (Fig 4.10). 
This rocking motion supported at two opposite corners generates a pencil of 
planes which is represented by a line in the T-Map. This line passes through σ2 in 
the T-Map for rectangular faces and lies parallel to p’q’ –plane because the 
geometric center of the plane does not move vertically. Another pencil of planes 
is formed when Block 4 is supported by another pair of corners which are 
diagonally opposite, say at E and H. The corresponding line drawn on the T-Map 
passes through σ2 and it is a mirror image of the line formed by the other pair of 
diagonally opposite corners. The coordinates of these lines should be found in 
order to build the T-Map for this case. 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.10 Reproducing Fig 3.5 and 3.7 showing Tolerance zone for the 
rectangular face and the corresponding T-Map 
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Fig 3.5 and 3.7 are reproduced here in Fig 4.10 as they are used as 
reference to build the T-Map for this case 
Consider the condition where block 4 is supported at corners F and G, 
block 3 has maximum orientation in positive direction and block 2 has maximum 
orientation in negative direction as shown in Fig 4.11. 
 
Fig 4.11 Rocking motion from first extreme position to second extreme position 
 
Fig 4.11 shows the maximum rocking motion produced by corners F and 
G. It can move from the first extreme position represented by plane (solid line) 
E’FDG to the second extreme position represented by a plane (dashed-dotted line) 
AFH’G. When Block 4 makes an angle θ with xy- plane (Fig 4.9), it is 
represented by a solid line (First Extreme position for Block 4) E’FDG in Fig 
4.11.  
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Fig 4.12 represents the top view of Block 4 when it is at its first extreme 
position where, d is the distance between Blocks 2 and 3, l is length of Blocks 2 
and 3 in extrusion direction from 2D cases, w is width of blocks 2 and 3 which is 
zero in this case, ∆ is the length of diagonal GF, x is length of perpendicular from 
FG to D and α is angle made between d and ∆. 
 
Fig 4.12 Top view of Block 4 at First Extreme position 
 
 
Using Pythagoras theorem, 
∆	= 	0* + 1 
Altitude(x) can be found using the relation, 
*∆ = 	1  
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The limiting angle of rotation can be found using the relation 
2 = 	 # 				 , (4567	# ≪ ) 
 
Fig 4.13 Top view of the T-Map for Block 4 showing p’q’ –axes showing the 
lines constructed by the pencil of planes when diagonally opposite corners are 
supported 
 
For a tilt towards point D, the coordinates for projection of a unit normal to the 
tilted plane, in the xy-frame are: (p, q) = (-(Cα) θ, (Sα) θ)  
For a tilt towards point E, Coordinates for opposite end of the first line:                           
(p,q) = ((Cα) θ, -(Sα) θ) 
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Just as when veting Fig 3.7,  the T-Map coordinates p’ = pd and q’ = qd 
 When Block 4 is supported by the other set of diagonally opposite corners 
(not represented by heavy dots in Fig 4.9), it produces another line in the T-Map 
which is a mirror image about p’ or q’ axis of line produced by corners FG.  
When the line produced by corners FG is mirrored about q’ axis, the 
coordinates of the line should transformed using the matrix, 
:;<<=<	>(=?@	AB>,C =	D−1 00 1F 
When the line produced by corners FG is mirrored about p’ axis, the coordinates 
of the line should transformed using the matrix, 
:;<<=<	>(=?@	GB>,C =	D1 00 −1F 
After operating through any one of the transformation matrices given above, the 
coordinates of the second line are obtained in Fig 4.13, represented without heavy 
dots at the ends. 
The coordinates for the end of the second line which lies in the quadrant where p’ 
and q’ are positive: (p’, q’) = ((Cα) θd,  (Sα) θd)  
The coordinates for the end of the second line which lies in the quadrant where p’ 
and q’ are negative: (p’, q’) = (-(Cα) θd,  -(Sα) θd) 
In Fig 4.13, all coordinates are made conformable to the T-Map of target 
face.     Fig 4.14 shows the final 3D T-Map for this case. To convert (p’, q’, s) in 
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terms of tolerances, following substitutions has to be made in the coordinates (p’, 
q’) calculated   
cos K = 	*∆ ;					sin K = 	 1∆		; 		2 = 	 # 		 ;  = 	 1*∆  
Therefore,          
        O(−PK)2*, (QK)2*R	corresponds	to D− @XY , #, − @F in	Fig	4.14 
Similarly all the other co-ordinates are represented in terms of tolerance (t) 
O(PK)2*,−(QK)2*Rcorresponds	to	(#*1 , −#, −#/2) 
O(−PK)2*,−(QK)2*Rcorresponds	to	(− #*1 , −	#, −#/2) 
O(PK)2*, (QK)2*R	corresponds	to(#*1 , #, −#/2)
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Fig 4.14 Final Accumulation T-Map for Block 4 superimposed on the T-Map in Fig 3.7. Coordinates are in order of (p’, q’, s) 
5
5
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 It is useful to determine that the plane formed by σ1 σ3 σ8’ contains the 
point (-td/l, t, l/2) so that it will prove that dot-dashed lines does not form edges in 
this T-Map. 
Consider A = (-td/l, t, l/2) 
To show that all the four points A, σ1, σ3 and σ8’ lie on the same plane, they 
should satisfy the following condition  
det| a` `bbbbbbbbbbc	 a` d`bbbbbbbbbbc	 a` `bbbbbbbbbbc	| = 0 
det| a` `bbbbbbbbbbc	 a` d`bbbbbbbbbbc	 a` `bbbbbbbbbbc	| = 	 e#*/1 # 00 # −#/2#*/1 0 #/2 e 
detf `bbbbbbbc	 `bbbbbbbc	`aBbbbbbbbbbcf 																																		= g#*1 h i#2 j − k# i#*21 jl 
detf `bbbbbbbc	 `bbbbbbbc	`aBbbbbbbbbbcf 																					= i#*21 j − i#*21 j 
det| a` `bbbbbbbbbbc	 a` d`bbbbbbbbbbc	 a` `bbbbbbbbbbc	| = 	0 
Therefore, points A, σ1, σ3 and σ8’ form a single face. Similarly, it can be proved 
that dot dashed lines on the other 3 faces does not form an edge in the T-Map 
shown in Fig 4.14. 
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Chapter 5 
RELATING THE STRESS DEVELOPED ON BLOCK 4 TO GEOMETRIC 
IMPERFECTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL PARTS 
 
All the cases that are discussed in chapter 4 involve no stresses as the bodies 
are not clamped to one another and also there are no external loads involved, in 
other words the load on the blocks is zero except the self-weights which are 
ignored at the moment. When there is clamping during assembly the target part 
maybe bent and/or twisted into a shape that permits full contact at the surfaces of 
the two or more supports; this introduces stress in the part. When parts are stacked 
up in parallel and they are clamped, mismatched contacting surfaces may induce 
warp and internal stresses due to variations in individual parts. The stresses are 
developed during assembly, even before the component is intended to perform its 
function. The stresses that are developed in the parts can be minimized if the 
geometric manufacturing variations in the support parts can be controlled. Certain 
assumptions to be made before solving the model: 
1. Stress concentrations at the corners are not taken into account. 
2. Blocks 2 and 3(Fig 4.2) are considered rigid. Block 4 is assumed to be 
flexible so that all stresses are induced in it 
It should be understood that the maximum stress that is induced in Block 4 is 
the subject of a designer. It is therefore essential to find the contributing 
parameters involved in the area of maximum stress build up. When the parts are 
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clamped, the loads are induced when there is a relative geometric variation of size 
or orientation in blocks 2 and 3. It is important to determine the relative angle 
between block 2 and block 3. Consider the case in §4.5 where width is significant 
and t2 = t3. The d/w ratio is assumed to be large, so, with clamping bending 
stresses are predominant and shear stresses can be ignored. When the d/w ratio 
comes close to unity stresses involved will be just the shear stress and bending 
stresses should be ignored. §5.1 studies three cases where bending stress is 
dominant. When 3D models are considered, torsional stresses are dominant in 
block 4. §5.2 studies a case where torsional stress is involved depending on the 
displacement induced (angle of twist) in Block 4 due to clamping.  In §5.3 
bending and torsion are combined and von Mises stress is calculated from the 
expressions derived from §§5.1-5.2. 
5.1 Three deformation profiles of block 4 for which stress-tolerance relation 
is found 
Three cases are studied in this section. With clamping, for the three cases that 
follow, the shape of the bent part 4 is determined by geometric manufacturing 
variations occuring at the top of blocks 2 and 3. The stresses involved in block 4 
are deformation induced. In each case an equation is derived which directly 
relates the stress induced to allowable geometric variations.  
5.1.1 Case 1 
 
In the first case orientation variations are a maximum permitted by tolerance t 
and surfaces are tilted in the same direction. As shown in figure 5.1(a), part 4 is 
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bent separately and has an inflection point at the center; it may be modeled with 
two half-length cantilever beam (Figure 5.1(b)) that meet at the inflection. The 
mechanics model considered for calculating bending stresses in this case is a 
cantilever beam with an end load. The maximum deflection of the end point is 
known, the procedure for calculating stress is described in this section. 
 
Fig 5.1 (a) Thick line showing exaggerated shape when orientation variations are a 
maximum permitted by tolerance t; (b) Geometry that is considered for calculation of 
stresses for Case 1 
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From figure 5.1(b), 
;>, = m + #2    (5-1) 
By using the concept of similar triangles, j is calculated from the figure 5.1(b) and  
length j substituted in (5-1) to give, 
 ;>, = #*2 (5-2) 
From the Handbook[38]     
;>, = no3qr, ℎ77, o = 	* − 2 , (5-3) 
From ymax, the load (P) required for calculating stresses can be determined by 
rearranging (5-3) and substituting (5-2) in it, 
n = 12#*qr(* − ) (5-4) 
After calculating the load, the moment can be calculated by multiplying it by the 
free length (d-w)/2.  
t = 6#*qr(* − ) (5-5) 
Bending stresses can be found using the following equation by substituting the 
value for moment where (I/c) is section modulus and E is Young’s modulus. 
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` = 	t6r = 6#*q6(* − )	 (5-6) 
5.1.2 Case 2 
 
 
Fig 5.2 Thick line showing exaggerated shape when there are no orientation 
variations, but, size variation is positive maximum for one part and it is negative 
maximum for another part 
 
For the second case there are no orientation variations at Blocks 2 and 3, but, 
size variation is positive maximum for one part and it is negative maximum for 
the part as shown in Fig 5.2. In this model, equal amounts of moment are induced 
at both ends of the part, but in opposite directions. The mechanics model 
considered in this case is a cantilever beam which is fixed at one end and the other 
end is guided in vertical direction along the y-axis.   
By using the formula for maximum deflection(y = t), the load is found to be 
n = 12#qr(* − ) (5-7) 
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Maximum Moment formula is again extracted from the mechanics model 
t = 6#qr(* − ) (5-8) 
By using the formula Mc/I, the bending stress induced is found to be 
` = 6#q6(* − )	 (5-9) 
5.1.3 Case 3 
This is a case where orientation variations are a maximum permitted by 
tolerance t and surfaces are tilted in opposite directions as shown in figure 5.3. 
Moment remains constant throughout the length (d-w). 
 
Fig 5.3 Thick line showing exaggerated shape when maximum permitted by tolerance t 
and surfaces are tilted in opposite direction 
 
From Fig. 5.3 
θ = 	 # (5-10) 
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Arc-length between blocks 2 and 3 
2ρθ = (* − ) (5-11) 
From (5-10) and (5-11) 
1ρ = 	 2#(* − ) (5-12) 
From mechanics 
t =	qrρ    (5-13) 
 
And, combining (5-12) and (5-13)  
t =	 2#qr(* − )	  
The moment M is then substituted in the formula for bending stresses (Mc/I) to 
calculate the stress induced in this case. Therefore, the stress induced is found to 
be 
 
` = 2#q6(* − )	 (5-14) 
5.2 Evaluating Torsional Stresses for Block 4 
In the previous sections §§5.1.1 – 5.1.3, bending stresses were involved in 
Block 4 by clamping during assembly. No angle of twist was involved. In this 
section, Block 4 is clamped to Blocks 2 and 3 as in Fig 5.4. In all the three cases 
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that involved bending stress, width w was considered to be significant. But, in this 
case, width w is considered to be negligible. Fig 5.4 shows the geometry of each 
of the blocks. 
 
Fig 5.4 Geometry of blocks 2, 3 and 4. Assume that block 4 is clamped on top 
edge of blocks 2 and 3 
 
Fig 5.5 depicts the mechanics model that is considered to evaluate torsional 
stresses on Block 4. As the stresses are displacement-induced, stresses are 
calculated from the angle of twist where one end of block 4 is clamped at position 
where Block 2 has maximum orientation variation in anti-clockwise direction and 
other end of block is twisted to an angle φ. Thickness a of Block 4 is finite but 
assumed to be narrow. 
t 
d 
l 
a 
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Fig 5.5 Plane represented by thick line showing exaggerated shape when 
maximum permitted by tolerance t and surfaces on Blocks 2 and 3 are tilted in 
opposite directions 
 
Torque T is calculated from the angle of twist by using (5-15), 
x =	:*yz , (5-15) 
Where, 
φ – Angle of twist  
G – Shear Modulus 
J – Polar Moment of Inertia 
From Fig 5.5, 
x = 	 #1 2{ , (5-16) 
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Combining (5-15) and (5-16), 
: = 	2#yz1* , (5-17) 
Maximum Torsional Stress is calculated using (5-18),  
|;>, =	: z , (5-18) 
Substituting (5-17) in (5-18) 
|;>, =	2#y 1* , (5-19) 
If the cross-section for block 4 is not narrow rectangular equation (5-19) 
has to be modified as follows [40], 
x =	 :*}y1  (5-20) 
and, 
|;>, =	 :}1  (5-21) 
where k1 and k2 are constants which depends on the ratio of l/a . Values of k1 and 
k2 for corresponding l/a ratios are shown in Table5.1. 
Table 5.1 k1, k2 values for corresponding l/a ratios[40]  
l/a 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 6 10 ∞ 
k1 0.141 0.196 0.229 0.249 0.263 0.281 0.299 0.312 0.333 
k2 0.208 0.231 0.246 0.256 0.267 0.282 0.299 0.312 0.333 
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Combining equations (5-20), (5-21) and (5-16) 
|;>, =	2#y 1* }} 
5.3 Combined bending and torsion 
In this section, a relationship is established between the limiting stress and 
tolerance limits for parts 2 and 3, when both bending stresses and torsional 
stresses are induced in part 4, using von Mises’ yield criterion. 
From mechanics [38], using von Mises’ yield criterion, 
~` ≥	( ,`, − `))) + (`)) − `) + ( ,`, − `) + 	6(|,) + |) + |,)2  
where, 
σvM    – limiting Stress(σl) 
σxx  - Bending stress (σb) 
σyy  - stress due to Poisson effect (ν * σb) 
τxy – Torsional shear stress 
ν – Poisson Ratio 
σzz  = τyz = τxz = 0; 
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Therefore, 
Y` ≥	 (`((1 − ν) + ν + 1) + 6|,)2  (5-22) 
In §5.1, three cases which involves bending stresses were discussed and 
functional relationship between bending stress and size tolerance was established 
for each of them. In §5.2, one case which involves torsional stress was discussed 
and functional relationship between Torsional stress and size tolerance was 
established. From the reduced relation for von Mises stresses shown in Eq(5-20) it 
is understood that bending stresses and torsional stresses in terms of tolerances  
are required. In this section, width w of blocks 2 and 3 are assumed to be 
negligible. Size tolerance for blocks 2 and 3 are the same. Relation from §5.2 can 
be directly used as it is solved for torsional stresses with negligible width and 
same size tolerances for blocks 2 and 3. But, in §5.1, there is a significant width 
involved in all the three cases. Cases 1 and 3 involves orientation variations, 
whereas, Case 2 involves size variation only. So it is reasonable to assume w=0, if 
the width is insignificant. 
When w=0, (5-9) becomes, 
`( = 6#q6* 		 , ℎ77	6 =  /2 (5-23) 
Substituting (5-19) and (5-23) in (5-22) gives the functional relationship between 
limiting stresses and tolerance values. 
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Y` ≥	g3#q *2 	h ((1 − ν) + ν + 1) + 	3 g2#y 1* }}h 
Y` ≥ #	g3q *2 	h (1 − ν + ν) + 	3 g2y 1* }}h (5-24) 
5.4 Case Study 
Assume that the designer gets a limiting stress value of 50 ksi. The material used 
in block 4 is steel which has following properties 
 
Fig 5.6 Dimensions of blocks 2, 3 and 4 
 
E = 28400 ksi; G = 10900 ksi; d = 12 in; l = 4 in; a = 1 in; ν = 0.3 
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Fig 5.6 shows the dimensions of blocks 2, 3 and 4. It is assumed that block 4 is 
clamped on top of blocks 2 and 3 on their respective edges on top within the 
tolerance zone represented in the figure. 
Therefore, 
50000 ≥ #	g3q *2 	h (1 − ν + ν) + 	3 g2y 1* h 
50000 ≥ #	i3 ∗ 28400 ∗ 103 ∗ 1122 	j (1 − 0.3 + 0.3) + 	3 i2 ∗ 10900 ∗ 103 ∗ 14 ∗ 12 j 
50000 ≥ #	02.7655 ∗ 1011 + 6.1880 ∗ 1011	 
50000 ≥ #	(946229) 
# ≤ 5.284 ∗ 10−2	45 
  
Fig 5.7 Tolerance Map for the rectangular target feature derived from 
limiting stresses for an assembly shown in Fig 5.5 
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Using this tolerance value t a functional map is modeled within which the 
accumulation tolerance map should lie. Fig 5.7 shows the functional map for 
which σ1 = (0, 0, -t/2), σ2 = (0, 0, t/2), σ3 = (0, t, 0), σ4 = (td/l, 0, 0). Tolerance 
Map that is calculated from accumulated tolerance of part 2 and 3 should lie 
within the functional map shown in Fig 5.7. 
Table 5.2 shows the value for tolerances for a corresponding change in one of the 
geometric parameters in (5-24). 
Table 5.2 Corresponding value for tolerance when varying one of the three 
geometric parameters in (5-24) when other two are kept constant 
Varying d when all other 
geometric parameters are 
kept constant 
Varying l when all other 
geometric parameters are 
kept constant 
Varying a when all other 
geometric parameters are 
kept constant 
d t l t a t 
2 0.002563145 2 0.032131 0.25 0.211364 
4 0.009460821 4 0.052971 0.5 0.105682 
6 0.019058772 6 0.067323 0.75 0.070455 
8 0.029974496 8 0.076138 1 0.052971 
10 0.041405391 10 0.081588 1.5 0.035903 
12 0.052970856 12 0.085087 2 0.027952 
14 0.064512696 14 0.087428 2.5 0.023537 
16 0.075974541 16 0.089055 3 0.019614 
18 0.087343179 18 0.090224 3.5 0.019075 
20 0.098622372 20 0.091089 4 0.01669 
 
Fig 5.8 shows a graph which shows the effect of each of the geometric 
parameter on tolerance. In equation (5-24) there are three geometric parameters, 
say, distance (d) between blocks, length (l) in extrusion direction and thickness 
(a) of block 4. Each curve in Fig 5.8 is plotted by varying one geometric 
parameter (d or l or a) in (5-24). 
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Fig 5.8 (a) Effect of each of the geometric parameter on Tolerance for the 
parameters shown in Fig 5.6; (b) Reproducing Fig 5.6 for reference 
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Chapter 6 
CONCLUSION 
 
 A new procedure is developed for calculating parallel stack up of tolerances 
when there are two parts having rectangular faces and arranged in parallel 
between the reference datum plane and the functional target face. This research 
work covered all the cases in 2D and one special case in 3D where the width of 
the parts contributing to the stack up was negligible. Both are special cases of 
dimensions for a general 3D problem for the two support parts; one is for parts 
having very small thickness and the other for the parts having very small width. 
The result that was obtained for the case with very small width but significant 
thickness resulted in T-Map which implies that the maximum angular variation 
occurs when the orientation angle of both the blocks 2 and 3 are maximum. The 
T-Map developed by this procedure is conformable to the reference tetrahedron. 
Teissandier[24] modeled tolerance stack up in parallel assemblies using 
intersection operation. But, in his model, rocking of part 4 was not accounted for. 
The T-Map model for parallel stack-up is consistent with the model suggested by 
Teissandier with additional capabilities of modeling rocking of part 4. 
 From a designer’s point of view it is important to use tolerances to control 
manufacturing variations that determine the stresses induced in the parts when 
they are assembled together. It is discusses in this paper on how the stresses are 
developed due to the geometric variations in parts. This is a first step on relating 
the geometric variation in parts to the stresses developed due to it.  
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6.1 Future Work 
This procedure is applicable only if there is a parallel stack up relation 
between parts with a single loop. A generalized procedure for multiple loops can 
be developed that should be capable of handling more than one loop. The 
Resulting T-Map for Parallel Stack up is used in worst case tolerance allocation 
which can be extended to statistical tolerance allocation.  
The cases discussed in Chapter 5 calculate stresses for worst case. There 
are relative positions for Blocks 2 and 3 for which there won’t be any stresses 
induced in Block 4. A stress map helps in determining the relative positions of 
blocks 2 and 3 which relate the geometric parameters of blocks 2 and 3 which can 
be controlled. 
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